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“Is Peking Man Still Our Ancestor?”—Genetics,
Anthropology, and the Politics of Racial Nationalism
in China
YINGHONG CHENG

In 1993, in response to the international Human Genome Project pioneered by the United
States, the Chinese government began to sponsor national projects in conjunction with the
international effort. The result of this scientific endeavor confirmed international geneticists’ conclusions regarding a very recent “African origin” of all modern humans, or
Homo sapiens. This scientific development confronted the longstanding nationalist
belief that the “Chinese” had lived in “China” as an independent human group since
Homo erectus, represented by the 700,000-year-old Peking Man. By examining the still
pervasive political uses of a presumed prehistoric ancestor of the people as well as the controversy sparked by the scientific challenge that has provoked public discussions, this
article identifies a potent racial discourse in contemporary Chinese nationalism and connects it to a broader international context.
Keywords: anthropology, Chinese nationalism, genetics, Homo sinensis, the Human
Genome Project, Peking Man, racial discourse

N 2001, THE Journal of Asian Studies published an article titled “Peking Man and the
Politics of Paleoanthropological Nationalism in China” by Barry Sautman. It attempted
to broaden the discussion regarding the prominence of nationalism in post-Mao China by
examining a state-sponsored discourse that adapted a body of complex scholarship of
archaeology and anthropology of the Stone Age to identify “Chineseness.” In that nationalist discourse, Peking Man—a Homo erectus (H. erectus) group that inhabited mountain
caves in Zhoukoudian (about 50 kilometers southwest of today’s metropolitan Beijing)
more than half a million years ago and was first discovered in 1929—was established
to represent all Paleolithic hominid groups whose archaeological sites found in China
identified them as the direct ancestors of the Chinese people. The most recent estimate
is that Peking Man is 770,000 years old (Shen et al. 2009).
At the time of its discovery, Peking Man pushed back the timeline for studies of
human evolution by about half a million years from Neanderthals and put China in the
field’s limelight. But now the key point in understanding the significance of this
Chinese version of human evolution involves a debate between the world’s mainstream
paleoanthropologists and their Chinese peers. While the former adopt the theory first
proposed by Rebecca Cann, Mark Stoneking, and Allan Wilson in their famous 1987
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article “Mitochondrial DNA and Human Evolution” and believe that both H. erectus and
Homo sapiens (H. sapiens) originated in Africa and that modern humans are the descendants of the H. sapiens that migrated out of Africa in a time as early as 125,000 years and
as late as 60,000 years ago and replaced the previous H. erectus groups worldwide, the
latter claims that the H. erectus group that arrived in the land of what is today’s China
had independently evolved into H. sapiens. Ordinary readers may construe the
meaning of the debate simply as a question of whether Chinese share a common
modern human origin with the rest of the world, and if not, then exactly how “old” are
they—one million or two million years?
Sautman (2001, 95) presents the discourse as a pronounced case of racial nationalism, which “holds that each of us can trace our identities to a discreet community of
biology and culture whose ‘essence’ has been maintained through time.” By interpreting
some archaeological and fossil evidence, the discourse “undergirds a Chinese patriotism
that resonates with a folk taxonomy” that is based on a belief in a fundamental division of
the world’s people (96).
Sigrid Schmalzer’s 2008 book, The People’s Peking Man: Popular Science and Human
Identity in Twentieth-Century China, is a comprehensive study of the role of Peking Man
in the PRC’s ideological indoctrination and political socialization against a backdrop of
how modern states used scientific education to shape citizenship.1 Schmalzer agreed
with Sautman that “a nationalist state agenda has worked to privilege scientific theories
that root Chinese ethnic identity in the remote past,” which emphasized “the longevity
of the Chinese as a biological race and the connection of this race to the Chinese
land.” She also agreed that such a trend had started to accelerate in the 1980s.
However, Schmalzer disagreed with Sautman on the extent of the role such an ethnic
identity politics had played in the Chinese emphasis on Peking Man. First, she argued,
the Chinese discussion was also a scientific (not merely political) debate, since “the
jury is still out on many questions about human evolution,” and the Chinese scientific community—archaeologists and paleoanthropologists included—is in general open-minded
toward the debate regarding the “foreign” or “native” origin of their ancestor. Second,
even the political motive, a claim for China’s central role in human origins—“a question
more of prestige in international science”—was more prominent than ethnic identity.
Third, the construction of “a concept of a biological race” is “simultaneously destabilized
by other meanings produced by scientists, laypeople, and the state itself.” Finally, -many
people regard human fossils like Peking Man’s “not simply as early representatives of
their nation or race,” but “also family, community, regional, professional, and human
identities” (Schmalzer 2008, 248–50).
Thus both Sautman and Schmalzer agreed upon a nationalist agenda behind the
Chinese discussion regarding Peking Man, but differed in their assessments of how political the discussion was and whether a racial nationalism characterized such an ancestor
discourse. James Leibold’s recent work represents an assessment in favor of a more
“political” and “racial” interpretation. Leibold traces the trajectory of the construction
1

Such a political agenda in the PRC established a human identity free from the influence of religious creation myths and superstitions regarding the origin of mankind, and helped to promote
socialist ethics that exalted physical work by using Peking Man to elaborate what Frederick
Engels argued in his The Part Played by Labor in the Transition from Ape to Human.
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of a historic China in the development of prehistoric archaeology in modern China that
has been predicated on a strong belief in Chinese indigeneity. In his synthesis of that discourse, a concept of a distinctive Chinese race has obviously been part of the nationalist
context in which prehistoric human fossils and cultural remains are highly valued. By the
time of the early PRC, “Peking Man was now clearly positioned as the direct, linear
ancestor of Homo sapiens, the yellow race, and the zhonghua minzu (Chinese nation)”
(Leibold 2011, 346).
This article expands the discussion of Peking Man’s significance for contemporary
Chinese nationalism based on important developments either not examined in the previous literature or new since then. First, it emphasizes that since the 1990s, Peking
Man’s assumed ancestor status for the Chinese people has been further valorized as a
symbol in state-sanctioned patriotic mobilization, instead of mainly a paleoanthropological interpretation in nationalist discourse, as Sautman (2001), Schmalzer (2008), and
Leibold (2011) have analyzed. Second, this article focuses on the Chinese discussion of
genetic challenges to this ancestorship. While previous literature (especially Sautman)
explained such a challenge more in scientific terms, this article sets the challenge in a historical context of China’s participation in the international Human Genome Project
(HGP) in the late 1990s and early 2000s (a fact rarely examined in contemporary
China studies) for an understanding of the provocation of the debate as well as actions
taken by the Chinese state and scientific community. Third, while acknowledging the
archaeological ground for China-origin Chinese (COC), criticized as a politically motivated assumption by Sautman (2001) but allowed as a legitimate scientific hypothesis
by Schmalzer (2008), this article nonetheless reveals in detail the academic debate
between the two theories regarding the origin of the people. While geneticists in
general hold a belief in Africa-origin Chinese (AOC), anthropologists defend the COC
theory. The debate has carried an enhanced political sensitivity due to the discourse strategies involved. In other words, the issue is scientific (there is indeed archaeological evidence in favor of the COC theory), but the way it is addressed in many occasions reads
political. Fourth, this article shows how both AOC and COC lay supporters fully understand the nationalist implications immersed in such a professional debate and have
engaged each other in a public discussion through various media channels. This new phenomenon is analyzed in light of a broader national ideological divide between ultranationalists and liberal-oriented segments. Chinese society’s more diverse attitude toward
Peking Man, as Schmalzer (2008) emphasized, now includes a potent internationalist
antidote to the nationalist stimulant.
This article thus argues that, galvanized by the challenge from genetics, the persistent veneration of Peking Man as the national ancestor and the Chinese discussions—
both academic and popular—of the challenge have revealed more political and especially
racial meanings of the subject. The fact that society scientifically accepts the AOC theory
cannot obscure the fact that the COC theory still serves a nationalist agenda. To the contrary, the coexistence of the two theories only enhances the tension within Chinese
nationalist politics. Inspired by international studies of similar discourses dubbed, for
example, Homo europaeus, Homo alpinus, and Homo israelensis, which constructed
various imagined “ancestors” that bequeathed essentialized communal traits to their posterity, this article names the Chinese discourse “Homo sinensis,” but emphasizes its much
more prehistoric and therefore biological root. This article also contextualizes the subject
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in a rising racial nationalism in China since the 1980s that epitomizes “Chineseness” with
explicit racial taxonomies in a mystified association with the Chinese land. The “Homo
sinensis” discourse advances this nationalism by elevating Chinese civilization among
the world’s civilizations with a claim for an incontestably greatest antiquity, and informing
a most “cohesive force” for nationalist mobilization by establishing a common blood line.
Such an ultimate distinction between “us” and “them” endorses the official ideology of
“Chinese characteristics,” and China’s rise is interpreted as the working of a
million-year-old exuberant bioenergy, a “vigorous vitality and incomparable creativity”
(Wan qiang de sheng ming li he fei fan de chuang zao li 顽强的生命力和非凡的创造力) of
a superior civilization.

FROM

THE

“SACRED FLAME”

TO

“THANK YOU, OUR ANCESTOR!”

In a culture known for its emphasis on ancestor veneration and family linage, Peking
Man’s eminence in contemporary China becomes more political, first marked by Zhoukoudian’s inclusion on the list of the “National One Hundred Bases for Patriotic Education” by the Department of Propaganda of the CCP Central Committee (DPCCP) in
1997 (Zhongguo gongchandang xinwen 1997), the year of a significant surge of nationalist
rhetoric as Hong Kong returned to China after one and a half centuries of British rule.
Before, Zhoukoudian was a “National Site for Historical Preservation,” established by
China’s State Council in 1962. Since the mid-1990s, however, Peking Man has walked
out of the museum and history textbooks to assume a role for patriotic mobilization.
Today, Peking Man’s physical presence in Chinese nationalism can be glimpsed in the
China Centennial Monument (Zhonghua shijitan 中华世纪坛) on West Chang’an Avenue
in the center of Beijing. The monument has stood since January 2000 to commence “the
China century” and to witness “the great revival of Zhonghua minzu.” The monument
complex includes a sunken plaza, where an eternal fire called “Altar of the Sacred
Flame” burns at its center. The flame was obtained through wood-drilling in the caves
of Zhoukoudian on the last day of the century, by actors dressed in caveman costumes,
and passed on to Li Ning, a gymnast with numerous medals for China, and then
carried to the monument site through a 50-plus-kilometer relay. Hours later, on the
eve of the new century, Jiang Zemin, then the leader of the party-state, introduced the
flame to the Altar to consummate the state ritual that has established a perennial sign
of Peking Man’s symbolism (CCTV 2000a).
As a matter of fact, fire taken from Zhoukoudian caves through wood-drilling has
induced “sacred flames” to commence public events since the 1990s, involving senior
COC anthropologists to indicate the significance of their work for Chinese nationalism.
In 1993, the Seventh National Olympics torch was lit there by Jia Lanpo 贾兰坡 (1908–
2001), a legendary anthropologist who discovered three Peking Man skulls in 1936.
Named “the flame of civilization,” the torch was relayed to Tiananmen Square, where
a massive rally was waiting. In July 2005, to celebrate the commencement of a cultural
plaza in Beijing designed for the 2008 Olympics, Liu Dongsheng 刘东生 (1917–2008),
also a senior anthropologist, lit the torch with the same method to start a relay carried
by cultural and athletic celebrities (see figure 1). Upon its arrival at the plaza, the director
of the State Bureau of Cultural Relics and Beijing’s deputy mayor took over the torch to
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Figure 1. Anthropologist Liu Dongsheng lit the torch with fire created by
wood-drilling. The torch was held by young people in caveman costumes who
would pass the torch to cultural and athletic celebrities to start a relay from
Zhoukoudian to the center of Beijing (Renmin ribao 2008).
ignite “the altar of the sacred flame and restart the fire of human civilization.” On August
8, 2008, the site was once again chosen to start the Olympic torch relay’s route in the
Beijing area (see figure 2).
Since the fossils’ discovery, Chinese anthropologists have interpreted ash-like
remains in the site as evidence of Peking Man’s capability of using fire, which was
believed to be the earliest among the world’s primitive hominids. The official narrative
elaborates its significance: “Making and using fire was the glorious first attempt in the
history of mankind to control nature.… The Chinese nation has never given up its
unyielding struggle for survival and pursuit for proliferation [and] the fire for hope has
never extinguished.… This spirit will inspire China in the new century and the new millennium to ensure the great revival of the Chinese nation” (CCTV 2000b). Historical
tourism proclaims, “We can say without any exaggeration that the fire in Zhoukoudian
illuminated the world” (Hong Kong Wenweipo 2011). International archaeologists’ disagreement with the Chinese interpretation of the evidence is often perceived as a challenge to “China” from “the West,” as media reports suggest (Yang 2015).
The fire lit by Peking Man is also treated on the first pages of history textbooks and
highlighted in exercises and exams (Qu 2013; Ye 2012), often along with a map of the distribution of primitive people’s habitats all over China to show students “a spatial and temporal
unity of the Chinese geo-body” (Leibold 2011, 334). Adjectives describing positive traits of
Chinese people, such as “diligent,” “bright,” and “brave,” are also used to portray their
“ancestor.” The ancestry is perceived, as one history teacher so shared with his colleagues,
through didactic instruction methods that stretch students’ patrilineal imagination into an
unmeasurable past. “You ask them: ‘How old are you?’ ‘How old is your father?’ ‘How old
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Figure 2. On August 8, 2008, the Olympic torch relay’s route in the Beijing area
started in Zhoukoudian, where a daylong mass rally was organized with various
patriotically themed activities. The bronze head statue projects facial features of
Peking Man. Feng Gong, the torch bearer, is a popular actor who was escorted
by bodyguards. The same bodyguards also appeared on the torch’s global multi-city
relay in the same year to fend off various groups of people protesting Beijing’s
hosting of the Olympics (Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Zhongyang Renmin
Zhengfu 2008).

is your grandfather?’ And so on. As students answer these questions, you help them calculate
‘100 years, 1,000 years, 10,000 years, 400,000 or 500,000 years and one million years’, and so
on to establish basic concepts of the long history of our fatherland” (Wei 1984, 46).
Popular culture digs deeper into the sundry facts of chronology and relics to attribute
the assumed longevity of the Chinese people and civilization to virtues of the ancestor,
reflected in a drama titled Primitive Love of Peking Man. A “music, dance, and epic
drama,” a genre usually reserved for programs of political significance, the play pays
tribute to Gen 根 (“root”), the protagonist whose one-character name indicates his ancestral status. A patriarch of a Peking Man group, Gen’s valor and shrewdness are key to the
survival of the small kin, but his privilege in the rivalry for females causes grievances
among young cavemen. As he grows older, he realizes he no longer can produce
healthy offspring to carry on the linage, so he allows his young rivals to share his
women. In the finale, he throws himself into a bonfire to let others consume his barbequed
flesh during a desperate food shortage created by a harsh winter. “Thank you, our ancestor!”—the drama’s poster highlights that the virtue of altruism for the survival of the collective has been part of “Chineseness” since the very beginning of the race (see figure 3).
The drama incorporated pop culture and COC. A collaboration between the Zhoukoudian Museum and a group of avant-garde artists (Beijing 1998 Guoji Qingnian Yishu
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Figure 3. Poster of the drama Primitive Love of Peking Man (the nine big characters
on top right). The four big handwritten characters in the center read, from right to left,
“Thank you, our ancestor!” (CRJonline 2010).
Jutuan 北京 1998 国际青年艺术剧团, Beijing 1998 International Youth Art Troupe), the
drama was created to promote tourism for the museum. To maximize box office proceeds, the drama’s poster warned the audience about content inappropriate for young
adults and children, by alluding to violent and sexually explicit scenes legitimate in the
context of primitive and promiscuous caveman life. However, by the end of the drama,
in the flame of sacrifice, all sensual scenarios and expectations are sublimated to a
tribute to an ancestral hero’s altruism. Fire lit by Peking Man thus not only reflects an
overarching theme of Chinese nationalism—concern for the survival of the nation and
a call for sacrificial patriotism—but also dramatizes the argument made by anthropologists in their debate with geneticists: fire-making technology likely enabled Peking
Man’s descendants to survive the Ice Age while their counterparts elsewhere went
extinct.
Paradoxically, since the 1960s there have been substantial findings of H. erectus
fossils significantly predating Peking Man, for example Yuanmou Man (in Chuxiong Yi
ethnic autonomous prefecture, Yunnan Province, about 1.7 million years old) and
Lantian Man (in Shaanxi Province, about 1.15 million years old). Found in recent
years, Jianshi Man (in Enshi Tu and Miao ethnic autonomous prefecture, Hubei Province) is believed to be more than two million years old. But Peking Man and Zhoukoudian
still represent the “earliest Chinese” and the “earliest Chinese civilization.” Historically
and institutionally more established in Chinese archaeological and anthropological experience, Peking Man’s name also infers unique values that could foil any challenges from
geographically remote and culturally marginal candidates. Scientific facts yield to ideological preferences for an iconic unifying role in nationalist memorial.2

2
Unlike in the naming of other famous sites of primitive human habitats, such as Neanderthal and
Cro-Magnon, or the ones found in China, which derive from the names of the immediate localities
of the discoveries, Davidson Black, a Canadian anatomist and physical anthropologist who supervised and authenticated the discovery in 1929, named the fossils Sina anthropuspekinensis, popularly known as Peking Man, despite the fact that the site is 50 kilometers from metropolitan Peking.
The name was literarily translated into Chinese as “Beijing People.” Had it been named “Zhoukoudian Man,” or even “Longguo Hill Man” (Longguo Hill, meaning “hill of dragon bones,” was the
name of the immediate site of the Peking Man fossil’s discovery), it perhaps would have
sounded less magical to Chinese nationalists.
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OR

COC?—A DEBATE BETWEEN GENETICISTS

AND

ANTHROPOLOGISTS

Peking Man’s recent prominence reiterates what Chinese nationalism had assigned
to it before. But it has risen in defiance of a cutting-edge scientific challenge in the
context of China’s participation in the HGP, which enhanced the debate between geneticists and anthropologists with public repercussions. The HGP was launched in 1990 by
scientists in the United States and joined by scientists in four other developed nations. By
decoding and mapping all genes of the human genome, this post–Cold War global collaboration had an immense impact on the determination and preservation of human genetic
distinction and diversity; therefore its results can also be read as “a history book—a narrative of the journey of our species through time” (National Human Genome Research
Institute 2012). This “history book” opens with a single African-origin H. sapiens as the
ancestor of all modern humans, and goes on to provide genetic interpretations (migration
and interbreeding, among other factors) for racial and ethnic distinctions of all peoples in
the world.
Despite the obvious scientific benefits the HGP created, sharing national genetic
data within the program raised concerns in participating countries.3 Weighing the benefits against the risks, the Chinese state decided to join the HGP in 1993 and officially
joined in 1998 after five years of preparation, becoming the only developing nation in
the project. The National Natural Science Foundation of China (NNSFC), under
China’s State Council, funded “Research on the Human Genome in China,” and established a “southern center” in the State Key Laboratory of Genetic Engineering in the
Institute of Genetics, School of Life Sciences, at Fudan University in Shanghai, and a
“northern center” in the Human Genome Center at the Chinese Academy of Sciences
in Beijing. This national scientific endeavor started with a project titled “Research on
Some Structures of Gene Loci in the Genome of Chinese People,” which resulted in a
contribution to the global genomic map (Jin and Chu 2006, 2). This participation has
been viewed as a strategic development in promoting China’s national interests—“The

3

Major political concerns include how to treat DNA data as a new form of national property and
security. Paul Rabinow (1999) illustrates a dramatic case in this regard with the French government
prohibiting French scientists from offering “French DNA” to Millennium, an HGP-related US biochemical company, in 1994. In China, concerns and debates emerged over possible gene outflow to
the West and even alleged gene weapons particularly devised to sap the Chinese nation. Titles of
national media reports carried the weight—“To protect our national security, safeguard our genetic
code” (China chan jing xinwenbao 2002) and “Is the Chinese nation’s gene safe? Are our DNA
samples flowing out?” (Renmin ribao 2005). Chinese geneticists explained that what they shared
with foreigners were not saliva or blood samples but just certain categories of selected data
drawn from these samples. However, this concern still persists and is dramatized in pop culture.
A recent movie titled Zhan lang 战狼 (War wolf) tells the story of an ex-American Navy Seal
employed by international genetic weapon developers to sneak into China to smuggle out gene
samples illegally collected by a US-based unpatriotic Chinese geneticist. The movie can be seen
as a political interpretation of discussions about the collection of gene samples in China in the
late 1990s and early 2000s by Dr. Xiping Xu, a Harvard-based Chinese American biologist, for
research on chronic diseases. Xu’s projects were funded by the US National Institutes of Health
and were also associated with Millennium. Chinese scientists and media later became alarmed
about Xu’s research for ethical and legal reasons, which prompted a US government investigation
(Harvard School of Public Health 2003).
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battle for genetic resources is as important as a battle for territory,” as the title of an interview with the director of HGP’s Beijing project clearly indicated (Ji 2007).
What led these Chinese participants to call Peking Man’s ancestorship into question
was research activities conducted by a group of Chinese scholars affiliated in various ways
with American institutions. Key to this affiliation was Tan Jiazhen 谈家桢 (1909–2008), a
founding figure of Chinese genetics who studied at Caltech in the 1930s with Thomas
Hunt Morgan, the father of modern genetics. In the 1950s, after returning to China,
Tan resisted Soviet criticism of genetics—especially Morgan’s theory—as Western bourgeois science and strove for the survival of the science in China.4 He urged the Chinese
state to join the HGP in the 1990s by using his network of Chinese leaders,5 succeeded in
getting Fudan—his home institution—designated as the “southern center” for China’s
genomic research, and helped connect China’s young geneticists to the international scientific community. Among those scholars, the most important figures include Jin Li 金力,
a geneticist trained in the United States and a research scientist at the Human Genetics
Center, University of Texas–Houston (HGUT) in the late 1990s; Chu Jiayou 褚嘉佑, from
the Institute of Medical Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical Science, who was also a
visiting scholar in the United States in the 1990s; and Su Bin 宿兵, a post-doctorate
fellow at HGUT in the late 1990s. Their international connections made them more
aware of the relationship between the “out-of-Africa” theory and the HGP, and they
also knew that the data supporting that theory had not covered China.6 Intrigued by
the contradictions between this international mainstream science and their nationalist
beliefs, they viewed the Chinese participation as a test to both.
The data these Chinese geneticists collected in China completely supported the
“out-of-Africa” theory. Starting in 1998, they began to publish in international scientific
periodicals such as Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS), The American Journal of Human Genetics, Human Genetics, and Science. The first report, “Genetic
Relationship of Populations in China,” analyzed twenty-eight population groups’ (mostly
non-Han minorities) microsatellites (a type of molecular marker used to determine
kinship or genetic relations) data in China. It concluded that “genetic evidence does
not support an independent origin of Homo sapiens in China” (Chu et al. 1998,
11763). A more important report was published in Science in May 2001. Titled “African
Origin of Modern Humans in East Asia: A Tale of 12,000 Y Chromosomes,” the project
used chromosomes as a more accurate data indicator and expanded a sample poll to
include Han Chinese (4,592 and 5,127 samples from northern and southern Han
Chinese, respectively) and other ethnic groups in East Asia. By identifying a genome
mutation carried only by males “which originated in Africa about 35,000 to 89,000
4

The Soviet criticism of genetics was based on Lysenkoism, an officially endorsed pseudo-scientific
theory under Stalin that only recognized acquired characteristics but rejected inherited ones in biological evolution.
5
As an internationally known scientist, Tan was selected in the 1990s by the CCP leadership to be
honorary Chairman of the China Democratic League, the largest among eight “democratic parties”
that function as the CCP’s consultative partners, especially among intellectuals. Tan used his influence to secure China’s partnership with the HGP by directly addressing its strategic importance to
Jiang Zemin (Zhang 2013).
6
In 1995, Japanese geneticists provided mitochondrial DNA evidence collected from Japanese to
support the “out-of-Africa” theory (Horai et al. 1995).
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years ago” but found in all individual samples, the report rejected even a minimal likelihood of modern humans’ native origin from East Asia (Ke et al. 2001, 1151).
The first report was originally submitted to Science, but the editor decided to wait,
due to concerns over the significance of the subject. Tan Jiazhen then suggested that the
authors try PNAS (Huang 2008). It was quickly published by the journal, and Nature
immediately followed up with a lengthy commentary. That was the first time the international scientific community confirmed the “out-of-Africa” theory with data collected in
the world’s most populous country. When “African Origin of Modern Humans in East
Asia: A Tale of 12,000 Y Chromosomes” was submitted to Science three years later, it
was quickly accepted. Although this research was conducted mainly by Chinese scientists
organized in or benefiting from NNSFC projects, their results were first announced in
international journals and then disseminated back to China through the media. Such phenomena are often called “import via export” in China, meaning that international recognition helps domestic status. After the 1998 PNAS report made Chinese scientists aware
of its challenge to Peking Man’s ancestorship, the 2001 Science report got more publicity
in China. The NNSFC official bulletin commented that although fossil and anatomical
evidence found in China still suggested a possibility of COC, “we very likely have to
accept such a point of view: our ancestors came from Africa” (NNSFCB 2002).
A speedy translation and publication of The Journey of Man: A Genetic Odyssey in
2004, only two years after its English edition appeared, aptly joined the challenge in a
more popular form. Written by Spencer Wells, the book and a documentary under the
same title have been recognized as one of the most influential popular interpretations
of the “out-of-Africa” hypothesis. The book has very little on China—since discussions
on China had just emerged—but timely quotes Jin’s work as “bad news” for those who
believe in “multiregional continuous evolution.” The Chinese publisher’s inclusion of
photos and maps on almost every page indicates a strong expectation for a broader audience, and its preface stated that “for Chinese readers, there must be a lot to ponder,”
because, contrary to the theory that “Chinese people evolved from a uninterrupted development of local ‘Peking Man’ and other H. erectus groups, the author finds that there is
no evidence for such a hypothesis” (Wells 2004, 29).
With further data collection and analysis consistent with these publications in
China—the most recent was announced in 2014 by the Institute of Zoology of
Kunming in Yunnan Province (IZKYP), which included 6,000 individual samples (IZKYP
2014)—AOC has enjoyed wide appeal in Chinese society, especially in the natural
science community. Branches of social sciences and humanities have also felt the impact,
with nationalist and ethnic nationalist implications. One such field is linguistics. Quentin
Atkinson’s hypothesis that phoneme roots of many native languages can be traced back to
Africa—an evolutionary linguistic school inspired by “out-of-Africa” theory—is echoed
among Chinese linguists in their search for the origin of the Chinese language (Yao
2010). Ethnography has become more prominent in ethnic studies as molecular anthropology is becoming more popular, diverting attention from textual and material-culture analysis
to lab results of population genetic surveys and leading to the reinterpretation of the origin
and migration of many ethnic minority peoples and their relations with the Han and the
Han-dominated state (Jin and Chu 2006, 227–40). One intriguing result is the discussion
of the “demic-diffusion model” of Han expansion in southern China—as opposed to the traditional “cultural diffusion model,” that is, that Han expansion resulted from non-Han
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peoples’ adoption of more civilized Han culture—which shows a predominant pattern of
DNA mixing of Han males and non-Han females in southern China’s Han population.
This result was also first published by Nature (Wen et al. 2004). By interpretation, this
could suggest a tantalizing concept of a longue durée, internal, gender-based colonization.
Molecular anthropology has also added new fuel to the fire of the conflict between
the mainland and the Taiwanese nationalisms within a particular context: the outbreak of
SARS in 2002–3. Taiwanese hematologists’ attempts to analyze the impact of the virus
among different population groups in East and Southeast Asia made them aware that
both the mtDNA and Y chromosomes of aboriginal Taiwanese are much closer to
those of Austronesians than those of the mainland Chinese. “We have different blood,”
claimed a leading Taiwanese hematologist, and the title of her book thus argues for a
much more diverse origin of the Taiwanese and refutes China’s “same blood, same ancestor” discourse in its nationalist claim over Taiwan (Lim 2010).
The geneticists’ challenge to COC, however, was met with swift resistance from
anthropologists in the Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology
(IVPP) at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the institutional spokesperson for COC.
The IVPP was formerly the Research Department on the Cainozoic Era (RDCE) in the
Institute of the Geological Survey of China in the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture and
Commerce, established in 1929, the year of the discovery of the Peking Man fossils. The
institute’s history was essentially a result of Sino-Euro American scientific collaboration,7
which not only trained the first generation of Chinese anthropologists and archaeologists,
but also laid the foundation for the COC theory. Franz Weidenreich (1873–1948), an
anthropologist at the University of Chicago known for his multiregional hypothesis of
human evolution, was honorary director of the RDCE in the mid-1930s, and that experience played a role in the formation of his theory. Most COC advocates—such as Pei
Wenzhong 裴文中 (1904–82), the discoverer of the first Peking Man skull in 1929; Jia
Lanpo; and Yang Zhongjian 杨钟健 (1897–1979), coordinator of Zhoukoudian’s excavation
in the 1930s—were trained on site by Western anthropologists and then became elders in
the IVPP. They were even all buried in Zhoukoudian at their request. Official historical narratives elevate their professional careers as patriotic commitments, as elsewhere anthropologists and archaeologists who helped construct national history become nationalist heroes.
Today, among the IVPP’s researchers, Wu Xinzhi 吴新智, Huang Wanbo 黄万波, and Gao Xin
高星 are ardent COC defenders.
Contrary to genetic data supporting AOC, Chinese anthropologists have shown rich
evidence for a seemingly evolutionary continuity in the forms of similarities between
H. erectus and H. sapiens morphological, anatomical, and cultural remains found in
China. Morphological and anatomical evidence include such physical features as a flat
front face but projecting cheekbones, shovel-shaped incisors, a low nasal bone, and
rectangular-shaped eye sockets. Cultural remains evidence shows that quartz sandstone
tools fashioned by chopping seem dominant from 1.7 million years ago to about 30,000
7
The institute was affiliated with Peking Union Medical College (established by the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions), especially its anatomical department, which at
the time was the institutional home for physical anthropology. Between 1929 and the outbreak
of the Pacific War, Euro American scientists assumed responsibilities for the institute’s administration, and the Rockefeller Foundation financed the work on the archaeological site.
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years ago, but in Africa and the Middle East (a corridor for H. erectus and H. sapiens’
journeys “out of Africa”), tool-making technology seems more advanced and obsidian
hand axes are commonly found. So the COC argument is, if AOC is true, then why
didn’t those African-originated H. sapiens bring that technology to China (Gao 2010;
Hua 2009b; Wu 2006)? More generally, for COC supporters, a nationwide distribution
of thousands of archaeological sites of both H. erectus and H. sapiens makes any scenario
of a complete replacement by a single foreign species hard to believe.
Anthropologists responded to AOC in the first media reports on geneticists’ work in
the summer of 2000, in which they were interviewed, especially Wu Xinzhi. Wu, the chief
opponent of AOC, used fossil data in East Asia to propose a multiregional evolution
model for modern humans with the American Milford H. Wolpoff and the Australian
Alan G. Thorne (1939–2012) (Wolpoff, Thorne, and Wu 1984). Wu has since maintained
that “four main races in the world all linked to a more archaic human species in their
respective locations, all native born” (Wu 2008). Wu told the newspaper that fossils
were the most direct evidence, while DNA was indirect and fragmentary.8 As he
stated, “Over the last 50 years, Chinese archaeologists have found many sites of paleoanthropological fossils and more than a thousand locations of Paleolithic culture remains.
[They show] there were no disconnections between H. erectus, represented by Peking
Man, and modern Chinese, and [the evolution was] an ‘expansion like a river network
with small amount of interbreeding’” (Huashengbao 2000). Three months later, in an
article titled “Is Peking Man still our ancestor?,” Wu reiterated the possibility of an incidental interbreeding between African-originated and China-evolved H. sapiens (Wu
2000). This referred to some H. sapiens anatomical features found in China, such as
round-shaped eye sockets and projecting occipital bones, which appeared more
common in Europe (Wu 2008). This revisionist reconciliation with genetics has yet to
find critical evidence, although geneticists recently have begun to suggest a similar scenario in Neanderthal Man (Green et al. 2010; Pääbo 2014). As opposed to a phylogenetictree concept of both H. erectus and H. sapiens with Africa as the common root, Wu
accepted the former but insists on his “river network [meaning multiple sources of
origin] with a small amount of interbreeding” hypothesis for the latter’s global evolution.
A multiregional evolution with incidental mixing, rather than a single African-origin
mutation and replacement, Wu’s model for H. sapiens has been COC’s theoretical
paradigm.
Responding to anthropologists’ defensive arguments, the geneticists have mainly
stood the ground of their own discipline with undisputable evidence for AOC. They
also call attention to the difficulty in determining the relatedness between two human
groups simply by matching some facial and skull resemblances, which could be subject
to observers’ preconceptions. More importantly, they point to a breakage of archaeological evidence in the assumed evolutionary continuation found in China. This breakage is
an absence of evidence of fossils and cultural remains for the time between 100,000 and
40,000 years ago, a key stage in which H. sapiens (early modern humans) evolved into
H. sapiens sapiens (complete modern humans). As Jin Li and others have explained,

8

According to Schmalzer, who interviewed Wu Xinzhi in 2005, Wu invited Jin Li to the IVPP (time
not specified) to exchange opinions but remained unconvinced afterwards (Schmalzer 2008, 271).
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this breakage is not an accident but was created by the quaternary glacier, which caused
the extinction of many species globally. After that era, a new H. sapiens migrated from
Africa and spread all over the world (Jin and Chu 2006, 234–35). In response, anthropologists have argued that the climate in some parts of East Asia during the Ice Age was relatively milder, and because primitive humans there were able to make fire, they might
well have been able to survive the cold. Therefore, the fire made in Zhoukoudian
caves once again set ancestors of the Chinese apart from their peers elsewhere, a technical plausibility moralized in the drama Primitive Love of Peking Man. Since the
debate started, the anthropologists’ main task has been to find the missing link in the
evidence that will testify to the survival of Peking Man’s descendants throughout the
Ice Age.
As the debate was made public, the Chinese media’s attitude reflected this scientific
divide but often sensationalized its nationalist implications. Reports were either titled
“Peking Man is not our ancestor anymore!” or “Chinese archaeologists are once again
challenging the universal ‘African origin’ of modern humans!” (Chen 2011). But a
more neutral, ambivalent position, or one that was sympathetic toward COC but with
“a careful agnosticism” (Schmalzer 2008, 270), was also common. CCTV’s involvement
showed such a position with palpable nationalistic sentiment. Responding to international
popular media presentations on AOC, CCTV came up with a Chinese version of the story,
a five-episode program titled Where Did the Chinese Come From? in 2011. The program
admitted that AOC was currently the mainstream science but presented COC as a legitimate hypothesis. The episode narrating the debate was titled “The Remote Eden.” It
claims, half-jokingly, that since international geneticists used mitochondrial DNA (the
matrilineal line) to trace human evolution elsewhere, thus known as “Eve theory,” but
Chinese geneticists used Y chromosomes (the patrilineal line), China should still be
proud of being “the remote Eden” where an “Adam” has been identified to consummate
the evolutionary union.

AN ACADEMIC DEBATE WITH POLITICAL DISCRETION
This Chinese debate constitutes part of the international discussion on the impact of
DNA studies on many fields of unsettled issues, especially related to history and identity
(Wailoo, Nelson, and Lee 2012a). The cleavage between COC and AOC mirrors an international debate between a minority and a majority of anthropologists since Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson’s 1987 co-work. The former claims multiregional origins for H. sapiens, as
pioneered by Weidenreich and now represented by Milford Wolpoff and Rachel Caspari.
These anthropologists are fully aware of the political implications of the discussion, since
Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson’s finding is seen as a scientifically decisive blow to white
racism, and call the subject “a public discipline,” referring to non-professionals’ enthusiasm about the discussion. They feel that their academic standing is often mistaken by the
public for polygenism, an outdated anthropological theory of parallel evolution of human
races from the genesis that had lent credence to racism in the past. From their perspective, while they are seen as denying that we are “all brothers under the skin,” their rivals
appear on a “moral high ground” of a politically correct ideology of a universal humanity
and therefore are rewarded by an uncritical public, especially the media, with enormous
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popularity. A scientific hypothesis cashes in on a popular social agenda (Wolpoff and
Caspari 1997, 54).
This international anthropological school has been essentially “China bound,” with
Weidenreich’s theoretical foundation work some eighty years ago and a collaboration
that developed between Western anthropologists and their Chinese colleagues. After a
long break under Mao, the relationship quickly resumed with Wolpoff and Thorne’s
trips to the IVPP in the early 1980s and their meeting with Wu Xinzhi there. They
took findings of remarkably substantial evidence for both H. erectus and H. sapiens in
China in the previous decades as critical evidence for their evolving concept of a multiregional thesis. In 1983, Wolpoff invited Wu to the United States on a National Science
Foundation fellowship, based at the University of Michigan, Wolpoff’s home institution.
These exchanges led to their co-authored 1984 article that reinvigorated the multiregional argument. Since Wilson and Cann’s findings in 1987, however, their collaboration
has been an alliance against the genetics challenge. The most recent evidence of such
collaboration is Wolpoff and Caspari’s article published in the IVPP’s journal in both
English and Chinese (Wolpoff and Caspari 2013).
Instead of “race” in the international discussion, “ancestor” is the key word in the
Chinese debate. The political implication in China is about how much “we” are different
from the rest of the world, creating a tension between genetic facts and nationalist sentiment. But “ancestor” is functionally a Chinese equivalent of “race.” Chinese geneticists
and anthropologists are aware of the political implications of their research for Chinese
nationalism. But they refrain from an explicit appeal to such an interpretation. Neither
a genetically universal modern human origin nor an anthropological “Chinese” pedigree
is openly used to occupy a moral high ground or claim political correctness. The discussion
is not politicized. But a close reading of the discourse on both sides reveals a delicate discretion in a tension concealed under piles of scientific jargon and research statistics.
In general, the geneticists tend to circumvent political sensitivity, leaving the interpretation of their findings open to their audience. Jin Li, the corresponding author of most
articles or research reports written by Chinese geneticists and published in international
journals around 2000 and now a leading scientist at Fudan University, has become a
spokesperson for AOC through popular science writings, media interviews, and public lectures, and has been recognized as such by his foreign colleagues. Alice Roberts, a British
anthropologist who wrote and hosted the BBC’s four-episode documentary The Incredible
Human Journey, another popular science project in 2009 after The Journey of Man promoting the “out-of-Africa” thesis in which China is well represented, interviewed Jin in his
lab. With an “out-of-Africa” standing, Roberts disagreed with Wu Xinzhi in another interview in Beijing for the documentary. Roberts appreciated Wu’s kindness in receiving her at
the IVPP and showing her skull fossils of Peking Man. With regard to Wu’s interpretation
of “similar” morphological features between the skull and modern humans, however,
Roberts not only remained unconvinced but told Wu that such similarities seemed
“subtle” to her. Roberts finds an ally in Jin’s lab in Shanghai. Jin’s remarks show his awareness of his research’s implications for Chinese nationalism, and he seemed delighted about
the common origin of Chinese and other modern humans:
Before the project [i.e., the project leading to the 2001 Science report] started, I
was hoping that I could identify or could be able to find evidence to support an
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independent origin of Chinese in China, because I am Chinese, I came from
China, and through educational process I always believed there was something
special about Chinese. [To Roberts’s question “How did you feel as a Chinese
person?” Jin answered,] After I saw the evidence generated in my laboratory,
I think we should all be happy with that, because, after all, modern humans
from different parts of the world are not too different from each other and
we are all very close relatives. (BBC 2009)
However, when facing domestic media, Jin sounds more neutral. When interviewed by
CCTV’s program Where Did the Chinese Come From?, Jin only emphasizes his initial
doubt about the validity of the “out-of-Africa” theory for the origin of Chinese and his
hope for a kind of “different result” with data to be collected in China (CCTV 2011).9
In his other public talks, he rarely makes any reference to a Chinese identity to which
Peking Man is attributed, despite his staunch position on the validity of his team’s findings
for the question “from where did we come?” (Jin 2005). He never asks the public and the
state to reconsider the popular veneration of Peking Man and has stayed away from words
such as “nationalism,” “patriotism,” or even “history education.”
A history teacher’s reservation about COC may give us a sense of the self-censoring.
In a 2012 interview titled “History education should serve patriotic education but should
do so in line with facts,” a rare bold title by the author, Li Xiaofeng, a model history
teacher in Beijing, begins with the case of Peking Man. Li says he encourages students
to think independently, rather than blindly believe the textbook: “If you ask them ‘Is
Peking Man our ancestor?’ they will be confused [since the textbook says yes]—how is
it possible that someone tells them Peking Man is not our ancestor?” Li then introduces
the controversy between AOC and COC. But he avoids any elaboration on history education and patriotism (Li 2012).
With regard to anthropologists, Sautman (2001, 103) argues that their work “implies
that hominids living in what is now China were ‘Chinese’ and urges that science should
reinforce nationalism by showing an ancient Chinese pedigree.” Acknowledging a nationalist agenda behind Chinese anthropologists’ argument, Schmalzer (2008, 270) nonetheless maintains that such an argument is to “defend their discipline’s primary data set [i.e.,
fossils],” and she also believes that “Western ignorance about Chinese fossils” contributes
to the nationalist taint of the argument. While both are true, the discourse of anthropologists in recent years does read more suggestive of a lithic-age Chinese identity, which is
more assertive than defensive. Without directly referring to nationalism or patriotism, it
tends to manifest and transmit itself through a narrative of a set of distinctive attributes
claimed to have been found in the entire geological epoch telescoping both the H. erectus
and H. sapiens eras. According to anthropologist Gao Xing in a 2010 IVPP annual
research review:
[A]ncient humans in China as well as East Asia had maintained continuity and
stability in behaviour and technology throughout the entire Paleolithic and
early Neolithic ages, developed a pattern of unique and gradual evolution
In an interview, Chu Jiayou also admitted his hope that he would find a “non-African, independent
Chinese gene” before he started his research that resulted in the 1998 PNAS report (Huang 2008).
9
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with a characteristic of inheritance over innovation, and there had not been
replacement and interruption. About 800,000 years ago, in southern and
central China there appeared hand axes and other items similar to the contemporary Western ‘Acheulian-technology’ type, and about 30,000 years ago in
northern China there appeared ‘stone blade technology’ with characteristics
of later European Paleolithic culture, but they existed very isolated and transiently, like short-lived blossoms, and failed to leave any significant influence
on native mainstream culture. Based on such evidence, scholars have suggested
that the main group of ancient humans during the Pleistocene era in China and
even in East Asia had continued to thrive, never experiencing any disruption,
that its culture had powerful vigour for life and presented a successive evolutionary relationship; there were a small number of incidental foreign groups who
had brought with them ‘non-native’ culture, but would soon disappear
without any trace in the mainstream culture’s dominance. (Gao 2010)

Gao named this Chinese or East Asian evolutionary pattern a “comprehensive behaviour
model” that “was adaptive to local conditions and harmonious and friendly with the native
environment, kept the use of environmental resources to a low level by constant migration and relocation, while reforming and assimilating foreign cultures that had occasionally penetrated [local culture]” (Gao 2010).
If Wu’s “river-like network” hypothesis for H. sapiens’ global evolution answers the
question of why an independent origin of Chinese is possible, then Gao’s “comprehensive
behaviour model” asserts that such an origin is historically inevitable. Superior traits had
sustained an archaic hominid group from H. erectus to H. sapiens over a two million-year
geologic time period, showing extraordinary talents and skills in making itself sovereign of
the environment while indigenizing foreign influence. But exactly from where did this
“powerful vigour” and those fine traits originate? Were they acquired through adaptation
to the natural settings, a process in which contingent responses eventually led to structural reconfiguration and intuitive formation, or was it something more inborn? In the
context of a strong nationalist tradition that tends to historicize “national characteristics,”
such an evolutionary adaptability and success narrated in a triumphal tone naturally leads
to a perception of an immutable and trans-historical “Chineseness” that arouses awe
among its posterity.
This argument for indigeneity and continuity of the lithic-age experience underlines
an already clearly drawn trajectory of the development of prehistoric archaeology and
ushers in the discourse of Chinese civilization (Leibold 2011, 343–48). It facilitates an
authoritative Chinese archaeological claim in the new millennium for an essentially
endogenous, self-perpetuating civilization, a phenomenon among world’s civilizations.
In that claim, China is taken for granted as a prehistorical “given,” and there seems to
be no need for restrictive clauses such as “in what is today’s China,” as the spatial relationship between the past and the present is often so clarified by international scholars when
necessary. In 2005, The Formation of Chinese Civilization—An Archaeological Perspective, a state-sponsored work by prominent Chinese and Chinese-American archaeologists, was published in both Chinese and English (Chang and Xu 2005). In this
landmark effort to synthesize updated research to reinterpret the origin and formative
stage of China, the editors proclaim that their mission is to explore “the particular
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characteristics of the Chinese Paleolithic” (Xu 2005, 7). Five years after genetics rocked
the COC, however, the book makes no mention of the debate at all in its first chapter,
entitled “Early Humans in China.” Xu Pingfang, the author of the Introduction Part II
and former director of the Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
extends the lineage of Chinese history deep into the mid-Pleistocene era—“This
‘pre-Qin’ period [the period of Chinese history prior to the late third century BCE
Qin dynasty], lasting a million or more years, includes the Chinese Paleolithic and Neolithic periods and the Three Dynasties: the Xia, Shang and Zhou” (Xu 2005, 7).

“TO EXPEL HOMO SAPIENS,

AND TO

REVIVE ZHONGHUA!”

Ordinary people’s responses show that in China the subject is not just a popular
science lesson but something unequivocally about who “we” are, a “public discipline”
as Wolpoff and Caspari (1997) described. Unlike geneticists and anthropologists, both
COC and AOC lay supporters openly politicize the subject. Some find AOC to be a
new form of the discredited “Western origin of Chinese civilization,” proposed by European scholars in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, or a Western ideological
conspiracy that uses unpatriotic and fame-hungry Chinese scientists as agents to deconstruct the foundation of Chinese nationalism. For these people, AOC is a “Western”
theory while COC is “Chinese,” as if the latter was an indigenous Chinese product.
Their opponents dismiss such allegations as patriotic paranoia fostered by a hypernationalism that rests on a presumed China/West confrontation.
Similar to multiregionalists outside China, COC defenders feel offended by AOC’s
media publicity. But their responses are more agitated by nationalism, evident in their
distrust of AOC’s “Western” origin. Lu Guoyao, a senior philologist, deplores that the
“molecular biology-based out-of-Africa theory has prevailed in both ‘academic’ and
‘popular’ publications, and even Chinese linguists are now mimicking geneticists.” Lu
rejects linguists’ discussion as an attempt to relegate the dialectal diversity and complexity
of China to a singular nonnative source and to deny the aboriginality of Chinese civilization. He warns his linguistic colleagues that Western scholarship has been frequently discredited for its tendency to pursue novelty and create sensation by making groundless
assumptions and far-fetched connections (Lu 2012). In a more sweeping, book-length
global historical narrative, The genesis—An evidential study of the Chinese origin of
human civilization, an amateur but “erudite” author engages a wide range of academic
disciplines to refute AOC as a Western denigration of China accepted by Chinese
lacking in cultural confidence. He claims that even H. erectus also originated in China.
China is the cradle of all major world civilizations, in his view (Liu Bo 2008).
COC supporters’ responses in social media are even more political. Responding to a
major report in which both Jin Li and Wu Xinzhi were interviewed, one commentator
called Jin a “charlatan” and asserted that his “research was either funded by Americans
or the money was inveigled from the Chinese government. Such an ‘achievement’ was
surely to be published in a famous [foreign] journal to guarantee him fame and
money.” Two comments followed: “[They] simply just cannot wait to dissolve our
nation’s cohesive forces,” and “Nowadays many discourses are attempting to marginalize
our history; they are bidding for dividing us from all sides, weaken our blood stock,
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confuse us, insidiously make rumors with a purpose to destroy our cultural and racial
endurability, undermine our national unifying forces and confidence; it is a pity that
our nation has never been short of such scum” (Hua ti 2009a). National History, an avantgarde popular-history journal with a liberal tendency, was labeled “banana” (meaning
yellow skin but white core, a racialized aphorism for “unpatriotic Chinese”) for a
lengthy feature report on the subject. The comment asserted that the journal had an
agenda of promoting “national nihilism and Western universalist values” (Hua ti 2009b).
The most radical defense of COC can be found in a cartoon posted on a BBS site
with the line “It’s time to post this” (Hupu 2009; see figure 4). The Chinese characters
on the left side read, from top to bottom: “The great H. erectus two million years
[ago]; Son of Heaven defends the entrance of his cave; The king would die in the
jungles [rather than surrender to a more civilized life?]; No territorial concessions and
no war reparations; No he qin [marriage for peace-making] and no na gong [paying
tribute].” A probable encounter between H. erectus “Chinese” and H. sapiens “foreigners”
is portrayed as a Stone Age skirmish between “foreign” invaders and “national” defenders.
On the right side, the two characters in red underneath the two Peking Men render
“orthodoxy” and the two in black underneath a more “civilized”-looking man crossed
out in red reads “barbarians” (although they are dressed in traditional Chinese gowns).
The bottom line (eight large Chinese characters in red) can be translated as “Expel
H. sapiens and revive Zhonghua [China],” a modified version of a famous Han nationalist
anti-Manchu catchphrase (“Expel the northern barbarians and revive Zhonghua”) in the
late Qing (Manchu) dynasty. As bizarre as it may seem, the cartoon interprets with an
intense feeling the debate between AOC and COC as a trans-historical defense of the
Chinese against the foreign at all costs, even a more civilized way of life, a reminder of
Chinese anthropologists’ argument that had Chinese H. sapiens been foreign in origin,
archaeologists would have been able to find more developed tools.
On the other side of the debate, AOC supporters are comfortable with the fact that
the Chinese have no prior China-based ancestry, nor an indissoluble relation with the
land. National History reports, “Ever since 1929, we have believed that we have been
here for hundreds of thousands of years; we have been born here, grown up here and
buried here generation after generation. But scientists have recently told us: we actually
came from afar” (Huang 2008). The ideological implication of a fake ancestor and a

Figure 4.

“It’s time to post this” (Hupu 2009).
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forged link to the land is obvious for many AOC supporters: in a very devious way, it helps
to justify the “Chinese characteristics” in defiance of “universal values,” as debated
between Chinese liberals and conservatives in the 2000s, because it shows that “we”
have been here and unique ever since. But some of them have even gone further. One
Internet comment titled “From where did the modern Chinese come?—it is a political
question” mentions a Chinese archaeologist’s claim, made in his speech at SOAS,
London, that the sole purpose of his work in Xinjiang is to prove that the region has
been part of China since antiquity:
Paradoxically, those patriotic scholars are just the same as those Western racists
who they hate. Racists believe that the noble whites evolved separately from
other races; scholars of this land of miracles [shenqi de tudi 神奇的土地, a sarcastic
take on patriotic praise of China’s presumed greatness] insist that modern
Chinese evolved along a single line of ancestry linking Yuanmou Man to
Lantian Man and Peking Man to justify their pride in being Chinese. (Din 2010)
AOC supporters’ comments on COC believers are hence contemptuous—“hoodwinked”
and “mentally retarded.” In 2014, a popular essayist responded to COC believers’ anger
about microblogging provoked by IZKYP’s project in 2014 supporting AOC. The author
said, “Our history textbooks not only lie in modern history, but in ancient history as well.”
Our “ancestors” had been “wiped out by Africans!”—what a terrible fact that has made
those “nationalists” so “wretched”! The essay ends sarcastically—the CCTV now might
well “sing a patriotic song—‘oh, Africa, my dear motherland!’” (Wang 2014).

A “HOMO

SINENSIS”?

In sum, since China participated in the HGP, implications of the debate surrounding
Peking Man’s ancestorship for nationalism wrapped in scientific jargon have been well
comprehended by various segments of the society, with ultranationalists and a liberal
public opinion as two extremes contesting each other. This divergence also cuts
through the Chinese party-state—while its scientific authorities acknowledge AOC as
mainstream science, its propaganda and education agencies continue propagating
COC for patriotic education and nationalist mobilization. To promote Peking Man’s
archaeological site as a base for national “patriotic education” and commemorate those
Chinese anthropologists as patriotic heroes purposely ignores the internationalist spirit
of those foreign scientists who committed themselves to Chinese archaeology and anthropology, as well as China’s international prominence in these fields. Davidson Black, a
leading anthropologist and the chief administrator of the Zhoukoudian site in the early
1930s, from whom Peking Man took its name, was so devoted to the job that he
ignored the heart condition he was born with and died on the site while working on
the fossils (Jia and Huang 1990, 1). Despite the profound gratitude Chinese anthropologists hold for these foreigners, the official narrative of Peking Man, whenever unavoidable, refers to these foreigners’ contributions as “scientific,” rarely “internationalist.” The
word is dodged for its mitigating effect on the patriotic sentiment aroused by Peking
Man.
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Ordinary readers who attempt to make sense of the debate may understand it first as
a disciplinary one, perhaps reflecting a dichotomy between diachronic and synchronic
approaches followed by anthropologists and geneticists, respectively. Secondly, evidence
confirming the survival of H. erectus descendants throughout the Ice Age has yet to be
found. There is also no substantial evidence yet to prove a mix between African-origin
H. sapiens and local H. erectus or H. sapiens in East Asia. It could exist. Thirdly, and
most important, even if those two types of data—or any type of fossil evidence critically
challenging the DNA-based AOC—should be found,10 these ancients cannot be called
“Chinese” (or “ancestor” of any particular ethnic or national group). Their habitat was
not “China” (or the “fatherland/motherland” of any nation-state). The vestige of their
activity was not “Chinese civilization.” There exists a fundamental difference between
a scientific hypothesis of multi-regionalism and its nationalist or racialized interpretation,
as Sautman noticed in the works of Wolpoff and Caspari, the leading exponents of the
hypothesis, which denied that “anything like the ‘races’ of today existed before the first
modern H. sapiens.” However, multi-regionalist scholars in China had not issued
“similar disclaimers” (Sautman 2001, 101). Wolpoff and Caspari have since maintained
this position, as they stated in their article recently published in China—“All human populations today are equally modern.… It was not our origins that made us what we are, and
it is not our genealogy that makes us unique” (Wolpoff and Caspari 2013, 394).
The question of whether and how scientific facts about the human body—living or
fossilized, in the form of physical appearance or coded in our DNA—can be used in constructing human social identity as well as narrating historical transformation of such identity is not unique to China. Also, a specific science may be used to either challenge or
defend an existing perception about such an identity. As Keith Wailoo and others
argue, “science does not exist apart from its contexts and uses,” and it could be both liberating and confining in its effect on the popular imagination (Wailoo, Nelson, and Lee
2012b, 4). Genetics in China challenged the Stalinist interpretation of biological evolution in the form of Lysenkoism in the past, and now it undermines racial nationalism.
But elsewhere, it has a recorded history of being exploited by state-sponsored racisms
in the twentieth century, and as Wailoo and others have shown, the science is still
being manipulated for political agendas of nation-states and ethnic groups.
Nadia Abu El-Haj’s critical studies of the Israeli discourse on Jewishness are particularly illuminating in this regard. It has been a fundamental assumption of some Israeli
historical narratives that contemporary Jews are direct and pure descendants of an original Hebrew people from ancient Palestine. Genetics in the twentieth century and
genome studies in recent decades have been used by this discourse as scientific evidence
attesting to that history. Nevertheless, technical difficulties and uncertainties unsolved by
the discourse aside, especially regarding how to determine who is and who is not a Jew
under different historical circumstances, Abu El-Haj (2012) argues that the reading of
DNA cannot be directly converted into an identity construct. The barrier between historically formed human consciousness and human bodily facts is epistemological. Abu
10

The most recent fossil evidence (forty-seven teeth) suggesting that H. sapiens existed in what is
today’s China (Daoxian, Hunan Province) between 120,000 and 80,000 years ago was announced in
October 2015, although the relationship between the fossils and Peking Man–age H. erectus
remains undetermined (Wu Liu et al. 2015).
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El-Haj effectively shows how the Israeli discourse has played with genetic data, leaving
behind unanswered questions reflecting ambiguity, elusiveness, and ever-shifting emphasis caused by ignoring such a barrier. Her analysis of the problematic use of genetics in
Israeli nationalism, therefore, provides comparative perspective as well as a methodological tool in the critique of the use of paleoanthropological science by Chinese nationalism.
The discourse on a pure ancestry; an ancestral home; a natural bond between this
ancestor and the environment; and, most of all, a narrative that attributes remarkable
lineal continuity to physical, mental, intellectual, and even moral traits unique to this
ancestor and its posterity support fanatical racial nationalisms. The efforts to construct
racial uniqueness through finding an H. erectus ancestry has led to paleoanthropological
hoaxes such as “Piltdown Man” in England over a century ago, and, very recently, the
forgery of fossils in Japan by Fujimura Shinichi, a charlatan archaeologist who became
a cultural celebrity in the midst of Japan’s reemerging nationalism in the 1980s but
was debunked in 2000 (Ng 2010; Romey 2001). Although “regarded as illegitimate in
our time,” as Benjamin Isaac cautions, racism “occurs under different names and in different guises” (Isaac, Ziegler, and Eliav-Feldon 2009, 4). But the political appropriation
of COC shows that some classical and prototypical racial thinking persists with little
alteration.
Among recent discussions of race and nationalism, Maurice Olender (2009) reveals “a
nostalgia for old Aryanistic themes” in Nouvelle École (New School), a French school of
classics, in recent decades, which can also provide a comparative perspective. Despite
the notoriety of Nazi propaganda of the “Aryan race,” the Nouvelle École attributes to
the origin of Western European civilization a “perfect Aryan genius” of the “IndoEuropeans” since the Neolithic era, manifesting itself in such traits as “abstraction and
metaphysics,” “reflection,” and particularly “a constant tendency to subordinate the
natural by integrating it into the political” (Olender 2009, 47, 68). A moral portrait of
such a creature is also implied. These echo the Chinese discourse of ancestral genius,
implied in the “comprehensive behavior model,” and praise of ancestral valor and virtue.
On the national ideological spectrum, many Nouvelle École scholars were leaning toward
“various currents of the ‘New Right.’” In China, the most outspoken COC amateur supporters are ultra-nationalists for whom defending a purely indigenous origin is a political cause.
For Olender, the Nouvelle École discourse represented efforts to rehabilitate Homo
europaeus (Olender 2009, 55), a discredited racial concept that portrayed a presumed
superior human stock with unique social character derived from biological traits.
Similar efforts to essentialize and mystify particular human groups can also be found
in the discourse about Homo alpinus, a Swiss alpine peasant myth of “a strong,
healthy, hardworking, patient, perseverant, good-natured but autonomous human
type” (Sommer 2012, 120). Abu El-Haj (2012, 99–108) also dubs the Israeli construct
of a pure-blood and single-ancestor Jewishness Homo israelensis. While these discourses
involve a relatively recent time in which human civilizations had begun, the Chinese discourse dates back at least a half-million years, sunken deep in pre-human natural history.
A “Homo sinensis,” a term I invented to refer to the parallel, therefore, is more of a legitimate dub for the assumed prehistorical and trans-historical human stock with more of a
biological than a cultural connotation.
The nationalist interpretation of the COC cannot be dismissed as a wild ramification
of an already zealous and insular nationalism embraced only by a handful of hardcore,
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out-of-touch conservatives and its influence inflated by social media. It is a neoracial rhetoric rooted in modern China’s nationalist tradition. With regard to this tradition, Frank
Dikötter (1992) has argued that racial thinking had its own roots in Chinese history but
developed into a nationalist discourse in the late nineteenth century with Western racial
theories, which identified the Chinese nation with the yellow race, although the category
was originally a Western coinage with a racially derogatory connotation (Keevak 2011).
Partially based in this Chinese experience, Dikötter (2012) proposed an “interactive
model” of the formation of racial thinking in non-Western societies to challenge the diffusion model, which holds that racial thinking was a Western invention and spread out
globally. Sautman (1997) has sketched some more recent developments of this racial
nationalism in China, epitomized in physical and biological claims such as “descendants
of Yan and Huang emperors,” “descendants of the Dragon” (a totemic veneration of the
dragon as a divine ancestral animal god patronizing China), yellow as the primordial
pigment of the skin, the River, the yellow earth, and the imperial legacy, as well as
Peking Man as the national ancestor.
Just as the glorification of Peking Man has recently developed into an instrument for
patriotic mobilization, the racial nationalism discussed above has become more accessible
in society and therefore more popular owing to the invention of new rhetoric and dissemination devices.11 For example, “black eyes, black hair, and yellow skin,” a set of blatant
racial taxonomies, has been employed in popular culture and everyday language with official acquiescence to denote “Chineseness.” It has almost become the synonym of
“Chinese people,” along with the existing “descendants of the Dragon” and “descendants
of Yan and Huang emperors.” “Chinese heart and Chinese blood,” another set of less
racial but biologically evocative concepts, has been popularized to essentialize the
source of the common belonging for the national unity and a diasporic Chineseness.
The most public presentation of these “racial boundary markers” can be found in officially promoted “patriotic songs” created since the 1980s as a major popular culture
instrument for nationalist mobilization, with the most acknowledged ones included in
the DPCCP list of the “One Hundred Patriotic Songs” (Xinhua she 2009) to celebrate
the PRC’s sixtieth anniversary. Their titles and lyrics address Chinese identity in passionate as well as melancholy tones, often filled with a sense of the Chinese as a race with an
entrenched nationalist grievance.12

11

The content of this paragraph is borrowed from Cheng (2015a, 2015b).
For example, “I am proud, I am a Chinese” claims: “Among countless blue and brown eyes, I have
a pair of black, diamond-like eyes / I am proud, I am a Chinese / Among countless white skins and
black skins, I have yellow, earth-like skin / I am proud, I am a Chinese / My ancestors were the first
to walk out of the jungle / my ancestors were the first to start farming.” The lyricist was honored as
the “people’s poet” by the official writers’ association and the lyrics have been included in some
textbooks of Chinese language and literature. Another song, “The Yellow Race,” declares:
“Yellow race, walk on earth / Stick out a new chest / After 5,000 years it’s finally my turn to step
onto the stage / There is no wound that cannot be healed / Ancient might sustains us forever /
The yellowness in the soil carries the Orient with doggedness / Everywhere in the world you will
see a yellow face / Red blood flows in veins of 1.3 billion people / You say it’s my fury / I say it’s
my attitude / Fearless, marching forward / Are only us, the Chinese / With the yellow heaven
above / You will see how I become a true man.” (Words in italics are rap.)
12
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Peking Man’s ancestorship advances this racial nationalism. It facilitates the national
identity politics in China’s rise—a racialized “Chineseness”—as a most cohesive force.
Anthony Smith’s (2001) concise analysis of archaeology’s role in legitimating the ethnic
nation is a ready tool for a brief final analysis. All concepts in favor of “the nationalist
ideal of the distinctive, territorial nation” backed up by archaeology’s presentation of
the material culture of the past, such as uniqueness, essentialism, rootedness, authenticity, indigeneity, or more tangibly, soil, lead to a construction of the “historical homeland.”
The political appropriation of COC has extended the application of these concepts from
the ethnic and cultural (measured in thousands of years) to the evolutionary and biological (measured in hundreds of thousands of years). Cultural continuity has been transformed into racial genealogy. A “Chinese identity” finds its ultimate origin not only in
an H. erectus ancestry but also in an asserted harmony between this hominid and the
natural setting. The two fuse into a habitat alien to foreigners from which “motherland/fatherland” (the land is ancestrally “ours”) and “Chinese territory since the antiquity”
acquire absolute legitimacy. In the final analysis, a racial myth of a million-year-old exuberant bioenergy, called the “vigorous vitality and incomparable creativity,” as the current
Chinese president reiterated, has become a catchphrase that distinguishes superior
“Chinese” from “Others” (Xi 2014).
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